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Task 1
Answer the following questions in English. You will hear the text three times.
Maximum score: 20 points
SLEEPY TEENS
In this task you will hear some information about teenagers’ sleeping habits. Based on what
you hear, please, give short answers (maximum six words) to the following questions. The
first answer has been given to you as an example.
0.

What nationality are the teenagers in the American
text?

1.

When do teenagers miss some of their
sleeping time?

2.

When do teenagers usually go to bed?

3.

When do early classes begin?

4.

What is hard for Danny in the morning?

5.

What makes teens depressed?

6.

Which activities cannot teens do well?

7.

How can schools help the problem?

8.

What will happen to students’ grades?

9.

What changes did St George’s school
make to classes?

10.

How did the students’ feelings change?

Total points: ………..
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Task 2
Listen to the conversation and write the correct answer in the box. The first answer is
given to you. You will hear the text three times.
Maximum score: 20 points
MARLEEN
A woman and a man are talking about a friend called Marleen.
0.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

The woman feels … .

She is … .

The man … Marleen.

The man and the woman talk about … .

Marleen … .

The woman and Marleen … .

Now the two women … .

The woman will … .

The woman is planning to … .

The woman’s future mother-in-law … .

The woman shows the man a picture of
….

A. exhausted
B. excited
C. interested

B

A. expecting a friend to come
B. visiting a friend
C. going to town
A. would like to meet
B. does not know
C. speaks about
A. sisters and brothers
B. old friendships
C. childhood games
A. can sing well
B. was very active
C. spent a lot of time with her
A. did sports together
B. were close to each other
C. played school games
A. live far away from each other
B. often share news of their lives
C. have difficult lives
A. tell Marleen a sad story
B. introduce a man to Marleen
C. tell Marleen about her plan
A. invite Marleen to her wedding
B. buy Marleen a hat
C. give Marleen advice
A. has chosen a dress
B. has offered some help
C. has cleaned the place
A. Marleen
B. a lovely place
C. a nasty dress
Total points: ………..

